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ABSTRACT

Multiprocessing computer systems offer several attractive advantages for telemetry-related
data acquisition and processing applications. These include: (1) high-bandwidth, fail-soft
operation with convenient, low-cost, growth paths, (2) cost-effective integration and
clustering of data acquisition, decommutation, monitoring, archiving, analysis, and display
processing, and (3) support for modern telemetry system architectures that allow
concurrent network access to test data (for both real-time and post-test analyses) by
multiple analysts. This paper asserts that today’s general-purpose hardware and software
offer viable platforms for these applications. One such system, currently under
development, closely couples VME data buses and other off-the-shelf components,
parallel processing computers, and commercial data analysis packages to acquire,
process, display, and analyze telemetry and other data from a major weapon system. This
approach blurs the formerly clear architectural distinction in telemetry data processing
systems between special-purpose, front-end, preprocessing hardware and general-
purpose, back-end, host computers used for further processing and display.

Keywords: T&E, telemetry, data acquisition, data analysis, real-time, parallel
processing

INTRODUCTION

A National Concern— The importance and effectiveness of developmental and
operational Test and Evaluation (T&E) for weapon systems has recently become a topic
of national technical and political debatel . Kimmel  has noted the technical problems1,2  2,3

associated with software and realistic testing scenarios and also the lack of fiscal
resources to address these problems. He has clearly delineated the magnitude of the
challenge to the public and private sectors to produce quality weapons through T&E: “By



itself, improving the quality of testing is a challenge, but along with credible evaluation
results it can become nearly unattainable ... particularly since it is difficult to find threads
of operational realism in results derived from myriad laboratory, subsystem or component
research driven test environments.”

An Approach— Effective T&E systems clearly contain an application-dependent mixture
of certain basic components which include: (1) data acquisition, archiving and processing,
(2) simulation and emulation, and (3) data analysis and display (Fig. 1). New commercial
products (e.g., general-purpose parallel-processing computing hardware and software,
display software, etc.) now make it possible to implement architectures for high-
performance real-time systems that were previously too costly or complex. This paper
examines the driving technology factors relevant to the telemetry problem, discusses
requirements for solutions, and concludes by illustrating an approach, now viable, that
couples a general-purpose super-computing environment with off-the-shelf analysis
software to provide an expandable, cost-efficient, and high-performance system
architecture.

Fig. 1. Components Of Modern T&E Systems. Effective hardware-in-
the-loop T&E systems have three major subsystems—Data Acquisition and
Processing, Simulation, and Data Display. Networking of workstations for
display offloads some of these tasks from the main computer. The
percentage mix (in terms of computer resources) of these three components
is application dependent.



T&E EVOLUTION AND ISSUES

The evolution of T&E systems is being shaped by a number of trends in weapon design
as well as available computer hardware and software technologies (Fig. 2). These are
considered in more detail in the paragraphs below.

Fig. 2. Trends In T&E Systems. A number of trends are shaping the
evolution of T&E systems. The implications of these trends are emerging to
form new requirements for digital data recording, simulation, real-time
data monitoring and analysis, and interconnectivity, of existing and new
range and lab T&E assets. More stressing requirements will most certainly
place additional demands and constraints upon future system components
and architectures.

Digital Systems— Performance and sophistication in weapons and other systems are
dramatically increasing as all-digital designs are centered on embedded digital computer
systems having digital interprocessor communication mechanisms (Fig. 3). Furthermore,
these systems are tested on the range and in the lab using digital computers with interfaces
that are primarily digital (e.g., digital telemetry for command and control; digital data
recording and display outputs, digital simulation of weapon environment and scenario,
etc.).

The major advantage of this approach is that the state of the device under test can be
sampled and the data recorded at sufficient rates to “completely” characterize the device.
Thus, in modern T&E systems thousands of variables are measured (both from the
system under test and from external sources such as range instrumentation), requiring 



Fig. 3. Trend Towards Digital Weapon
Systems. Successive generations of most
weapon systems usually employ substantially
more digital processing capabilities. For
example, this is true of two Navy systems — the
MK48 Torpedo and the F-14 fighter.

huge amounts of computer power to acquire, archive, process, and analyze these data and
to display meaningful results. Often the processing is quite advanced and complicated
because more can be done with the larger digital data sets that are now available. General-
purpose hardware and software that can handle these massive data sets cost-effectively
are now emerging.

Laboratory Testing— The high cost associated with “live” range testing has promoted
less expensive alternatives such as hardware-in-the-loop T&E laboratories. Here, the
telemetry-formatted data acquisition and processing requirements have the same
magnitude as on the range but are increased by the additional requirements to:

C Simulate the weapon’s local environmental characteristics (ocean, air space, space)
as well as its global environmental scenario (multiple friends/foes, breadth of
weapons employed, countermeasures, etc.). Simulation of the dynamic response of
the system under test is also required.

C Emulate selected weapon subsystems during hardware-in-the-loop operation
(sometimes the entire hardware system is emulated, in what might be called
software-in-the-loop simulation).

C Acquire and integrate additional, non-telemetry data from both the system under
test and the simulation processes (e.g., human factors data such as pilot reactions
or real-time analytic models of human performance; range ground truth data).

The tendency in almost all T&E programs is to test tractable, simple scenarios—
particularly when expensive range tests are conducted. The real-world wartime
environment is typically much more complex and can rarely be duplicated  on the range at2

all, thus making simulation the only approach for testing statistically significant numbers of
complex scenarios. Therefore, simulation is essential both to lowering T&E costs and to



providing a realistic test scenario that can systematically stress-test the weapon system.
As a result, an effective, comprehensive T&E laboratory typically requires
supercomputer-league power and the associated development of much custom software,
dramatically increasing the costs associated with this approach. Until recently, both of
these items were out of the financial reach of most T&E centers.

Data Monitoring and Analysis— The mission of many T&E facilities is to provide
testing in both the “live” range and lab/simulation environments. Increased productivity
requires improving the continuity and ease of transition from simulator test to range test.
As a result, a strong requirement exists for integrated data collection, management and
analysis systems that can serve both domains.

The advantage of the digital approach is that once all data are recorded one can, in
principle, analyze any variable or combination of variables in minute detail, compute
functions of these variables to construct performance metrics, and generate quick-look
summary reports. It is also true that users constantly demand an ever-increasing amount
of on-line data monitoring to assess in real time the progress of the testing (because it is
so expensive and often can’t be repeated) and to insure safety.

An extreme—but not atypical—case is to actually record everything possible and to do
extensive post-test analyses. This approach often goes even further by requiring that
engineering unit conversions (including the floating of integer data), and other types of
data processing be performed upon all data samples collected—even if they are never
displayed.

The planning and execution of data monitoring and reduction tasks are the venue of
analysts and system users who often have an ill-defined set of a priori requirements and
little influence over the system design. Their approach is one of bootstrapping to
conclusions—that is, numerous iterations of “what-if” questions followed by the
generation of data displays to support/deny various hypotheses. Because of the
vagueness in a priori specifications, data analysis and display functions are often the last
piece of the system implemented—usually after the rest of the system is designed and
built.

System architects have often adopted the strategy that customized analysis software can
always be constructed, at a later date, to meet the real requirements as they emerge from
this iterative process. This approach is very expensive, since the cost and maintenance of
custom software often exceeds the initial system hardware costs. A better, cost-effective
approach is to include in the initial system design general-purpose, reconfigurable data
analysis tools that are geared to the breadth of potential analyses, that have algorithms
matched to the computational capabilities of the hardware platforms used, and that have 



adequate automated report generation. Commercial tools are now available to meet these
needs.

Range/Lab Upgrading and Compatibility— Finally, adding new capabilities or
upgrading parts of an existing T&E system has become a more difficult undertaking as
the size and complexity of the systems has increased. Requirements for continued
compatibility and interfaces with a variety of existing subsystems and computers on the
range and in the lab often place significant constraints on the architecture and design of an
upgrade to any part of the system. In some cases, political issues complicate matters
further.

Timely and cost-effective evolution of T&E hardware and software relies increasingly on
robust and versatile communications among a growing and heterogeneous set of host
computers, mass storage, and other digital devices. Today’s parallel processors and
network-based distributed operating systems are able to support evolutionary T&E
system architectures.

TELEMETRY ARCHITECTURES— MAJOR ISSUES

This section considers important issues, specific to the telemetry field, that will
significantly affect future growth and change— technology factors, system architecturual
constraints, computer hardware and software, and life-cycle support.

Technology Factors— Historically, telemetry system architectures have been driven by
the “hottest” computing hardware technology available at the time of system design (e.g.,
mainframes of the late 60’s and early 70’s, the high-performance ECL superminis of the
late 70’s, bit-slice processors of the early 80’s, and now multiple identical
microprocessors arranged in parallel). The cutting-edge, real-time requirements of these
systems have always forced the design focus to be placed upon speed.

The lack of maturity in these state-of-the-art hardware technologies has been accompanied
by a corresponding lack of good programming tools and methodologies. As a result,
system software design has usually been a very difficult (and sometimes secondary)
consideration; hand-crafted microcoding to take advantage of hardware features and
obscure higher-level coding tricks have become the accepted practice with these state-of-
the-art hardware devices to obtain the required performance.

Advances in hardware products are currently even more accelerated and closely tied to
technology advances in microprocessor design and fabrication. Megabytes of
semiconductor memory, floating point accelerators and microprocessors that are
produced in quantity are cheap. This fact strongly drives their extensive use in the current



generation of telemetry hardware. The technologies used to produce these devices are
fairly mature and stable (which results in inexpensive devices) relative to the software
technologies (having much higher expenses) required to deal with the emergence of a
divergent variety of parallel hardware architectures (see Davis  for a survey of parallel4

processors and Howe  for architectures and programming).5

Fortunately, in some instances, current hardware capabilities are now fairly well matched
to current telemetry system throughput and processing requirements and thus provide
attractive and relatively inexpensive platforms. Unfortunately, on the other hand, most
commercial telemetry software packages are custom and proprietary, have limited
capabilities, and are very expensive for the end-user to obtain, further develop, and
maintain.

More importantly, telemetry hardware platforms are just a means to an end. The bottom-
line metric regarding the usefulness of these systems has always been the quality and
breadth of the resulting data analysis. Given that the hardware system is adequate for
the task (which is often true today), achievement of high-performance data reduction is
limited strictly by the system and analysis software used. Two system-level architectural
considerations are of primary importance in achieving this goal: (1) the capability for inter-
stream coupling of data at the analyst monitoring point, and (2) the software effectiveness
in allocation and use of the CPU and I/O hardware.

To summarize, the primary trend in telemetry system technology has been to move away
from using general-purpose computing resources to using distributed, loosely coupled,
parallel subsystems, each having its own dedicated computing resources. Higher levels of
performance have been achieved with each new generation but always with the expense of
complex, special-purpose, difficult-to-maintain software having limited data analysis
capabilities.

Evolution in Telemetry System Architectures— Straehley’s  review of the evolution6

of several major telemetry system architectures illustrates the above summary statement
and also that most attempts to provide tight inter-stream coupling of data for
comprehensive central analysis and display have been relatively unsuccessful. The main
difficulty with the earlier architectures (Fig. 4) was that the general-purpose host computer
had to provide this coupling, which severely stressed its capabilities. The advent of
minicomputers led to a distributed architecture with separate hosts for each different
function (data acquisition and storage, processing, display, user applications, etc.) that
passed data via shared memory. Although this approach was technically attractive, the
implementation details of memory sharing and the lack of a distributed operating system
capable of handling the network of computers limited system performance.



Fig. 4. Early Telemetry System Architecture. Early architectures used
special-purpose front-end equipment to synchronize and decommutate data
(common today, as well). Engineering unit conversions and other user-
specified processing were performed on the central “host” processor.
Typically, the “host” provided the only general-purpose computing
resource available for user-specified algorithms written in high-level
languages. Here, data stream coupling was attempted. In some
architectures additional processors were used to offload the “host” by
locally generating the data for the graphical and alphanumeric displays.

The desire for ranges to support simultaneous, multi-mission operations led to further
refinements in this approach, culminating in the architecture most prevalent today—a
stream-oriented configuration that uses multiple computers per stream, each allocated to a
particular function. Inter-stream coupling is still very desirable and occurs by tying stream
output ports together via a high-speed parallel bus or serial network connected to yet
another “central” computer system having a set of workstations for data analysis (Fig. 5).
Often this connection is active only for post-test operations which limits system flexibility.

Microprocessors: The Next Generation— Parallel processors have now appeared
within many of the function-specific computers, telemetry front ends, and display
stations. Examples are special bus-based telemetry preprocessors with multiple
microprocessor-based CPU’s (commonly 68000 derivatives) coupled to special floating-
point hardware (e.g., Weitek chip sets), an assortment of function cards (FFT, A/D, D/A,
EUC engines, etc.), and workstations having multiprocessors.

Custom system engineering is required to allow these multiple function-specific
computers to share data efficiently. A significant limitation is that these special-purpose
CPU’s used for decommutation and preprocessing are relatively expensive and not
available for display or other purposes when lying idle. Here again, a unifying distributed
operating system, capable of efficiently sharing (i.e., tightly coupling) these distributed,
multiple CPU’s and memories is still lacking.



Fig. 5. Stream-Oriented Telemetry System Architecture. Special-
purpose front-end equipment is still used to synchronize and decommutate
data. Shared memory architectures are prevalent that allow a set of
distributed, mini or super-minicomputers to communicate and to distribute
the data acquisition, display, and user application processing loads.
Advanced front-end systems (within the Telemetry Processing System block)
perform real-time engineering unit conversions and additional user-
specified data processing using a set of multiprocessors. The traditional
central “host” processor is often optional. Central processors and
distributed display stations are interconnected to the front-
end/minicomputer systems with a network. Additional telemetry streams are
accommodated by adding parallel channels and connecting them to the
network.

Kaplan  investigated some of these issues using a large-grain parallel, data-flow7

programming approach (as opposed to the conventional process-oriented programming
model) with the Loral data-flow machine (a bus-based parallel processor with 10-100
CPU’s and no global memory). He noted that “Unless the system were interconnected
with an expensive communication network  a shared memory architecture for a system8,9

with as much potential parallelism as the LDF 100 would be hopelessly memory bound.
Even when cache memories are used to reduce memory and bus contention, shared
memory systems start to become bottlenecked with more than a dozen or so processors.”



Driving Requirements— At a more detailed technical level, the literature contains many
papers illustrating the driving requirements in modern telemetry system design. For
example, Strock  points out requirements in his list of important “trends ... as we10

approach the 1990’s” that include: higher data rates, more complex formats, better
synchronization, higher data accuracy, multiple users, better displays, simpler setup and
operation, simpler maintenance, expandability, more processing power, and larger, faster
data storage devices. Advances in each of these areas are occurring.

These important technical issues are often overshadowed by the microscopic focus given
to implementation details of new preprocessor architectures that create bus-based, data-
flow tags to control real-time data processing and routing. Although pivotal to this
particular approach, these tags have no fundamental significance, they consume valuable
(expensive) communication bandwidth (often approaching 1/2 of the bus bandwidth),
complicate post-test analysis , and can actually be avoided using other, more general,11

software approaches.

Extensive use of data-flow tags (especially wide ones) actually fuels the demand for CPU
cycles, I/O bandwidth, and mass storage. This demand is often reduced by means of data
compression, which severely complicates and slows post-test data retrieval and analysis.
It is also common practice with these architectures to engineering-unit convert (EUC)
nearly all data on the fly—sometimes floating integer data that need not be. Typically only
a fraction of these processed data are ever viewed or analyzed. Both tag and EUC
factors dramatically expand the number of bytes of information that must be handled
by the system, thus placing further demands upon limited resources.

In any event, the demands for both additional computational cycles and higher-bandwidth
interprocessor communication and device I/O must be satisfied before quantum advances
can occur in telemetry system performance. A smooth expansion path is desirable (using
increments that are the “right size” relative to the application) that can provide growth well
beyond foreseeable requirements. Recent implementations of parallel processing
architectures in both special-purpose, front-end hardware as well as in general-purpose
supermini or mainframe computers provide some promising solutions. However, Powell,
et al.,  point out significant cost, development and architectural problems:12

“Flight test and signal and image processing systems have shown an increasingly
voracious appetite for computer resources. Previous solutions employed special-
purpose, bit-sliced technology to supplant costly general purpose computers.
Although the hardware is less expensive and the throughput greater, the expense to
develop or modify applications is very high. Recent parallel processor technology has
increased capabilities, but the high applications development cost remains.”



Furthermore, with regard to the current group of parallel-processor telemetry products,
the difficult task of a priori decomposition of unpredictable data flows and telemetry
software algorithms to run efficiently on multiple processors has not yet been adequately
addressed. Nor have problems been solved involving high-speed telemetry data
distribution, memory allocation, and shared memory access. Programming tools13

developed for general-purpose parallel computers resolve many of these issues. To date,
the simplest parallel telemetry architectures using hand-crafted solutions have prevailed—
individual telemetry data streams have been allocated to individual parallel processors or
pipelines of processors, each having local memory. This approach prevails due to data
source structures that stem from multiple, independent sensors.

Life-Cycle Support Issues— The above trends in telemetry systems give rise to some
other issues and tradeoffs that are often overlooked in the quest for ever greater
performance specifications. Because of the typically long government procurement cycle,
the rapid pace of technology, and the inevitable evolution of system requirements, cost-
effective paths for expansion (either upgrading individual component or adding more
components to the system) and modification are increasingly important.

Unfortunately, the dependence of many designs on proprietary buses, heterogeneous
collections of processors and operating systems, intricate communications, and complex,
customized software lead to excessive life-cycle costs. The customer can be locked into a
system that is nearing obsolescence shortly after delivery, inflexible and expensive to
modify or upgrade, and difficult to transition to the customer’s own personnel.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A SOLUTION

From a system procurement standpoint, telemetry systems fall into two broad categories:
(1) relatively small-scale systems that can be built using commercial, telemetry-specific
products with little or no customization (e.g., NASA’s Shuttle Engine monitoring
workstation, Doherty ), and (2) large-scale T&E lab or range systems whose14

specifications attempt to push the state of the art (e.g., PMTC TPS procurement ) and15

require much customization or system engineering. Telemetry RFP specifications for
either type of system are often somewhat vendor-specific so as to minimize the risk in
meeting financial and operational constraints.

However, the procurement trend in many other fields has been toward vendor-
independent solutions achieved through extensive use of standards for operating systems,
programming languages, interfaces, and networking. Implementations of these systems
emphasize the use of existing commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products requiring
minimal customization. Although this approach has not yet been applied in the telemetry
field, it is possible that it may be in the near future. It also minimizes the above risk factors



SOLUTION REQUIREMENTS

C Inter-Stream Data Coupling

C General-Purpose Multiprocessor
Computing Environment

C Expandability in CPU Cycles and I/O

C Integrated, Unified, Graphical Interface

C System Reconfigurability

C System Interconnectivity

C Fail-Soft Operation

C Use of Industry Standards

C Commercial Off-The-Shelf products

but additionally provides the government customer with many new choices in terms of
system maintenance options, component upgrade paths, and future growth capabilities.

Our survey, in the previous section, of the technical factors driving telemetry architecture
design and system functionality leads us to the following list of requirements (Fig. 6) that
need be satisfied to achieve significant advances in the state of the art in telemetry system
data acquisition and recording, in data processing and display, and in simulation and
emulation.

Fig. 6. Prerequisites For General-Purpose Telemetry
Architectures. This chart lists our perception of the requirements
which must be addressed before quantum increases in performance
and user-satisfaction can be achieved. The theme is one of applying
scalable, general-purpose computing resources and commercial off-
the-shelf products to minimize system integration effort and to allow
the end-users to have more control over system development and
programmability, user interfaces, system architecture and its
reconfigurability, system functionality and system maintainability.

Inter-Stream Data Coupling— Coupling is required at the point of analysis so that, in
principle, all data are available if needed. This requirement is magnified considerably when
range requirements extend over long distances and involve additional, mobile
communication resources, as have been proposed as part of the “world range” concept.

Regardless of the system architecture employed, shared memory is usually the solution to
this requirement since it fundamentally provides the flexibility to do whatever one wants—



if it is implemented efficiently so that there is little or no performance penalty in using it.
Creation of distributed memory in today’s systems is a straightforward hardware task;
one simply clones memory hardware boards and places them in a common environment
(e.g., a bus). Providing truly useable shared memory across a multiprocessing platform is
a much more difficult task and requires new operating system software as the key
component of the solution.

General-Purpose Multiprocessor Computing Environment— A general-purpose
computing environment provides the solution to numerous issues such as:

C Leveraging programmer knowledge and experience through use of industry
standard, high-level, languages, operating systems, and development tools to
create, extend and maintain software components; this strategy minimizes
development and other life-cycle costs.

C Applying common interface standards (e.g., The X Window System™).
C  Maximizing code reusability.
C Providing the end user with the maximum control over system architecture

reconfigurability and system development.
C Providing the potential for seamless integration and interoperability of various

applications software components with system setup, control, and monitoring
functions.

C Providing the potential for the development of a set of industry standard software
algorithms for decommutation and processing.

C Potentially allowing the use of industry-standard storage devices and software
drivers.

In order for a general-purpose computer to meet our requirements for a solution it should
have the following attributes:

C Fast, reliable, interprocessor communication scheme that supports remote memory
access.

C Combined memory of all processors appear as one large shared-memory space
(programmers need not be concerned about the physical location of the data).

C Virtual memory.
C Application-dependent dedication of some or all processors to a particular job (a

dedicated system) or can share processors dynamically in a time-shared
environment.

C Mechanisms to ensure that multiple processors and threads of computation
synchronize their access to data.

C Diagnostic software development tools- profiler, parallel debugger, restructuring
tools.



Smooth Expandability: CPU Cycles and I/O— Expandability and scalability of the
architecture to fit the problem are very important requirements since without them systems
become obsolete and must be replaced, usually with significant cost. Expansion may
occur for many reasons but is often driven by the addition of data streams or higher data
rates and additional processing or EUC requirements. Hardware additions should be
available in modular, modest-sized increments, be field installable, and have the capability
for increasing performance over a wide range (x10 or more). Software modifications
required when new hardware is added should be minimal. I/O capabilities and bus
bandwidth or interprocessor communication bandwidth should grow linearly with the
addition of other system resources such as CPU cycles.

Integrated, Unified, Graphical Interface— A user interface that is unified across
applications (system setup, real-time data monitoring and analysis, and post-processing)
is required to minimize operator and user learning curves and their error rate, and to
maximize the efficient use of the system which is typically expensive to operate. Use of
standards for menus and graphical displays should be promoted to provide a consistent
look and feel among the various components of an individual telemetry system as well as
across systems located at different ranges and T&E labs. Graphical data displays should
be easily configured, extended, customized, and automated. Analysis software should
conform to the above interface requirements, should provide for full report generation and
allow entry points for user-written algorithms in high-level, standard, programming
languages.

System Reconfigurability— The system architecture should be capable of being
partitioned either logically or physically to accommodate multiple simultaneous missions,
multiple security levels, multiple development environments or other general-purpose uses
when not processing telemetry data.

System Interconnectivity— New systems must be useable with an existing
heterogeneous mix of general-purpose computing assets. Networking, as a solution, only
provides a communications connection. Although important, a more critical need exists at
the operating system level to make all assets work together to perform a given task (e.g.,
parallel processing an application, or sharing a file system).

Fail-Soft Operation— The failure mode of any real-time telemetry system is usually
quite important. Often, a complete redundant set of hardware exists to provide a backup
mode; this approach is usually quite expensive (approximately doubling the hardware
cost). A better approach is to design the system architecture such that most of the failure
modes are more “graceful” in that the system can continue to operate, but in a slightly
degraded mode rather than completely fail. Architectures that are distributed and have
much parallelism can provide such contingencies.



Use of Industry Standards— Use of industry as well as IRIG standards wherever
possible helps to create vendor-independent system architectures. Such standards and
areas where standards are applicable include: operating systems (POSIX) and real-time
operating systems, interface hardware and peripherals (VMEbus, Multibus), graphical
windowing software (X Windows), networking protocols (TCP/IP), applications
including those for data analysis and display, telemetry compilers, software debuggers,
toolkit software packages, automation methods, and CASE tools. Use of database
dictionaries for coupling test-specific data-format details to general-purpose software
tools (telemetry compiler, display software, etc.) is required to isolate and minimize
test-specifics.

Use of Commercial Off-the-Shelf Hardware and Software Products— The pieces
are available now and can be applied. Maximizing the use of commercial, general-purpose
technologies within the telemetry system takes advantage of the rapid price/performance
gains being made by these products through their common use and application in other
non-related fields.

NEXT GENERATION HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

The emerging generation of computing resources offers some versatile and relatively
inexpensive solutions to the requirements outlined in the previous section. It has thus
become feasible to base the designs of new T&E and telemetry systems on general-
purpose, off-the-shelf hardware and software, with potentially large advantages in terms of
flexibility, programmability, expandability, and life-cycle cost savings. The following
developments are particularly important:

C Parallel machines now offer supercomputing performance and high-bandwidth
interprocessor data transfer at aggressively low prices (see Waterman ). Examples16

are available from many vendors  including Alliant, BBN Advanced Computers,4

Concurrent, Elxsi, Encore, Harris, Sequent, and Thinking Machines with a variety
of interconnection and processor architectures. More modestly parallel
architectures are also relevant, most notably Digital’s VAX™ with Symmetric
Multiprocessing and BI-bus-based Real-Time Accelerators.

C Programming such machines has been simplified considerably by the availability
of standard operating systems (e.g., Unix® and derivatives) having extensions for
parallel processing (e.g., Mach) and links to real-time operating systems (e.g.,
pSOS™), common address spaces for large shared-memory applications, parallel
programming and performance assessment tools, CASE software, etc. The
programming and debugging environment on these machines has been substantially
improved as well.



C Interfacing such machines to other hardware is straightforward using standard
interfaces such as the VMEbus and Multibus.

C Advanced workstations offer exceptionally powerful graphics and user-interface
capabilities that complement the raw processing power of the parallel machines.
The new X Window interface standard provides an even greater level of flexibility
in utilizing these resources.

C Commercial software is available on workstations to support display and
processing of test data, including real-time monitoring, post-test interactive analysis,
automated report generation, and the often overlooked process of tracking and
managing changes in data formats.

C Network operations have become a part of the hardware and operating systems, so
that medium-bandwidth communications among workstations and larger machines
are virtually transparent. In addition, network-based distributed operating systems
provide unprecedented flexibility in developing software that transcends a
heterogeneous set of host computers.

This means that it is now feasible to do some operations that previously required
specialized hardware (e.g., decommutation and engineering-unit conversion) in
multiprocessor software; that an integrated approach is possible to range/lab simulation,
emulation, and data acquisition/processing in a single multiprocessor machine; that parallel
computing resources can be trivially reconfigured to support a single large test, multiple
tests, post-test analysis, or development activities, as necessary; that output displays can
be made an interactive part of the simulation process; and that the customer can extend
the life cycle and reduce life-cycle costs by maintaining, modifying, and upgrading the
system as requirements evolve.

BUTTERFLY PARALLEL PROCESSOR EXAMPLE SOLUTION

One multiprocessor of particular interest is BBN’s Butterfly®, a shared-memory,
68020-based machine in which a high-speed multistage switch network provides
interprocessor communication bandwidth that grows in proportion to the number of
processors (Fig. 7, left) and transparently implements a common, 1-gigabyte address
space across all processors. This architecture has been shown to provide near-linear
speedup on standard benchmark programs with up to 256 processors  (Fig. 7, right).17

VMEbuses provide standard connections to external hardware, additional memory, and
peripheral devices. The Butterfly’s versatile software development and run-time
environment includes Mach  (parallel processor Unix™) on some processor nodes, 18



Fig. 7. Butterfly™ Plus Multiprocessor. The left panel illustrates how Butterfly
interprocessor communication capacity (switch bandwidth) grows linearly as the
number of processors is increased. The right panel shows effective processor
utilization as a function of actual processors used. The benchmark used is a
Gaussian elimination algorithm. Linear or near-linear speedup is achieved over
a wide range of actual processors.

pSOS  (a real-time kernel) on others, and a variety of parallel programming (Uniform+

System), debugging, and software engineering tools.

The newest generation of this machine (scheduled for announcement in July 1989) utilizes
the Motorola 88000 RISC processor and a faster switch technology to provide, per
processor, 13 Whetstone MIPS (20 RISC MIPS), 20 MFlops, 4-32 MBytes of memory,
and 38 MBytes/s peak communication bandwidth (15 MBytes/s sustained) to other
processor nodes and VMEbuses. Although its initial maximum configuration is 63
processors, the architecture will support subsequent configurations of up to 504, for an
aggregate 6.6 Whetstone GIPS, 10 GFlops, 16 GBytes, and 19 GBytes/s peak. Multiple
VMEbuses are integrated into the midplane of the machine and provide tight coupling to
Butterfly processor nodes. Large amounts of vector processing can be accommodated
either within processor nodes or using third-party VMEbus array processors.
Programming languages such as Ada, and parallel Fortran and C can be used. Mach and
pSOS  have interfaces between them to facilitate high-level, real-time program+

development.



CURRENT APPLICATIONS

We have built and are building systems using the architectural approach described above.
Our implementations have used the 68020-based Butterfly multiprocessors. One example
is described briefly below to illustrate some of the points made in previous sections of
this paper. The application is primarily focused upon data acquisition and processing.
Other applications, involving generation of a large amount of signal data created through
simulation, will be described in a subsequent publication.

Avionics Integration Lab— This example is a system for acquisition, display, storage,
and analysis of data from hardware-in-the-loop tests of a modern fighter aircraft. As
illustrated in Fig. 8, an airframe containing avionics, radar, control, and weapons
management modules is set up in a laboratory and connected to special-purpose hardware
that generates target scenarios, emulates flight dynamics, simulates the RF environment,
and feeds appropriate signals to the radar subsystem (in an alternate mode, real target
fly-bys exercise the full radar).

The purpose of this system is to provide complete flexibility in collecting data from any
and all sources, monitor test information in real time, make quick-look reports available
minutes after completion of a test, and provide a complete and powerful facility for
storage and more extensive analysis of test data in the days and weeks following a test.

Acquisition and processing of data from experiments will be accomplished using a dual-
Butterfly-based system. One machine is dedicated to data acquisition and monitoring,
with connections via VMEbuses and fiber-optics links to a wide variety of data sources:

C PCM telemetry streams.
C Internal data on MIL-STD-1553B buses.
C Internal radar data on a custom interface.
C Data from missiles hanging (logically) on the airframe.
C Data from experimental subsystems (e.g., infrared sensors) undergoing tests.
C Stick movements and other controls from the crew.
C Target and scenario information from the simulation computer.
C Radar returns from the RF generator.
C Tracking data during fly-bys from the range.
C Miscellaneous information regarding the “health” and status of the laboratory.

These various data streams (up to 16 MBytes/s) will be buffered in memory on the
VMEbuses, providing a short time window during which all system information is
available. Since this is potentially too much data to archive, processes in the real-time
Butterfly computer will select a subset to be placed on disk, tape, or optical



Fig. 8. Data Acquisition and Display System for Avionics Integration Lab.
This Butterfly™-based system will connect various high-bandwidth data sources
to workstations running RS/Prober™ software in both real-time monitoring and
post-test analysis modes. The Butterfly computer provides scalable processing
power so that as evaluation requirements grow, additional processors and
VMEbus interfaces can be added to accommodate additional data channels with
little or no change in software. Post-test analyses can be performed on-site using
the networked RS/Probe analysis workstations or off-site by taking a data tape to
any VAX™ having the RS/Probe software.

media. Other processes will select individual data items and pass them via ethernet to
workstations for continuous monitoring and display.

The other Butterfly, which has shared VME access to all of the same disks and other
storage devices, is dedicated to post-test analysis and quick-look reports. Much of this
activity will utilize RS/Probe™, a commercial software package that supports both
interactive and automated analysis of large test data sets on networks of workstations .19

The data unpacking portions of RS/Probe are currently being ported to operate directly 



on one or more Butterfly nodes. The system architecture and analysis software are both
designed to support access to all data (inter-stream data coupling).

It is interesting to note that essentially the same system architecture could support both
range and laboratory testing while keeping all data processing compatible. Similarly, the
simulation and emulation tasks could be supported within the same integrated
hardware/software platform, merely by plugging in additional processor nodes,
VME-based array processors, etc.
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